CIRRUS II FLIGHT CONSOLE

Product features:

- Aluminum chassis with powder coated finish
- Choice of Mooney or Beechcraft style aluminum yokes (with Control Loading)
- Yoke mounted, Push to talk /A/P disconnect, elevator trim, cws/pitch sync
- SEL and MEL throttle quadrants (interchangeable)
- Battery master switch
- Alternator switches (left and right)
- Avionics master
- Magneto switches (just like the aircraft)
- Parking brake switch
- Nav light switch
- Strobe light switch
- Landing light switch
- Taxi light switch
- Pitot heat switch
- Anti-ice switch
- Aileron trim
- Rudder trim
- Fuel boost pump switches
- Fuel tank selector switch
- Cowl flap switches
- Carb heat controls
- Alternate air source switch
- Landing gear switch
- Flaps switch (with guard)
- Hobbs meter
- Robust mechanicals
- Smooth feel and response
- Hall effect sensors
- USB

Quality, Elegant, Functional, Reliable